
Understanding the basics of 

light and lighting to deliver

your message

by Jim Hooker



 something that makes vision possible 

 the sensation aroused by stimulation of the 
visual receptors 

 electromagnetic radiation of any wavelength 
and traveling in a vacuum with a speed of 
about 186,281 miles (300,000 kilometers) per 
second ; specifically : such radiation that is 
visible to the human eye





 Yes…the most common light sources are 
thermal.

 A body at a given temperature emits a 
spectrum of black-body radiation

As an item heats up, 

it begins to emit visual light







Light is an example of additive color

 The primary colors of light are Red, Green, Blue

 When the spectral colors of Red, Green and Blue are 
combined in equal amounts they become White



Pigment is an example of subtractive color
 The primary colors of pigment are Yellow, Cyan, 

Magenta

 When the spectral colors of Yellow, Cyan and Magenta 
are combined in equal amounts they become Black



William Kelvin (late 1800’s)

heat a black-body and measure light by temperature

 Light hue is measured in Kelvin (K)  
 Standard measurements of Kelvin for our purposes run 

from 2500K (sunrise or sunset – deep red or orange) to 
6500K (an overcast sky – blue)

 Indoor light is measured at a standard of 3200K
 Yellow light – incandescent light (tungsten filament)

 Outdoor light is measured at a standard of 5600K
 Blue light – mid-day sunny outdoors, HMI light



 3-point lighting

 Which lights to use for which purpose

 Gobo’s

 Specialty lights

 Creating moods with gels

 Basic light package

 Electric power and conversion



 Focus the audience attention
 Just like the theater, you want to get the audience 

attention and focus them to the task at hand so they 
can receive the message.

 Dim the house lights (room)

 Bring the light up on the stage (announce the speaker)

 Start the message

 When introducing special guests in the audience bring up 
the house lights for the introductions and then dim them 
again when the guests sits down

 Don’t make a room too dark or you will drain the energy 
out of it

 Don’t make a room too bright or you will diminish the 
event of its specialness





Key Light Fill Light Back Light





 When lighting indoors, the most popular 
lighting elements are par lights, par cans, 
ellipsoidal or Source Four lights, fresnel lights, 
pin spots, spot lights or intelligent lights.  Each 
of these lights are incandescent and all of them 
measure between 3000K and 3400K.

 When lighting outdoors during the day, the 
most popular lighting elements are HMI’s 
(5600K); at night HMI or incandescent lights 
can be used.  Also a specialty Klieg light may 
be desired for skyward impact!  



 PAR LIGHTS
 So called because the shape of the lamp housing is 

parabolic to mimic the shape of the reflector it holds
 Relatively inexpensive
 The filament and reflector are integral parts of the lamp 

and cannot be altered in distance to one another
 Provides flat light in a soft-edged oval shape
 Has knob in back of housing that can be turned to rotate 

lamp/lens to rotate oval shape
 The lamp can be changed out to produce very narrow 

spot (VNSP), narrow spot (NSP), medium flood (MFL), 
wide flood (WFL), and extra wide flood (XWFL)

 Excellent for accent lighting, providing a soft flood of 
light



 PAR CAN LIGHTS
 So called because the shape of the lamp housing is 

parabolic to mimic the shape of the reflector it holds

 Relatively inexpensive

 The filament and reflector are integral parts of the lamp 
and cannot be altered in distance to one another

 There is no lens…open faced

 Provides flat light in a soft-edged oval shape

 Good for use with gels (however because of exposed 
filament, gels can melt quickly)

 Excellent for accent lighting, providing a soft flood of 
light, or combining with other par lights



 FRESNEL LIGHT
 A type of spot light (with limitations)

 Glass fresnel lens bends and focuses the light beam

 A soft light source with equal illumination across the 
full width of the light (it is not stronger in middle 
and softer around the edges)

 Has a focus knob in back to allow movement 
between the filament/reflector and the lens 

 Popular as a back-light or a top-light

 Great for concerts, theatrical programs

 “Barn doors” can be used to trim light

 Popular light used with gels



 SPOTLIGHTS
 FOLLOW SPOT – manually operated spot light
 Strong Light Source, often a High Intensity Discharge (HID) 

light

 Light color can be changed with gels

 Light can be “irised” in and out

 Excellent for use on stage with moving performers

 Usually incandescent (low power “yellow” light) or xenon 
arc bulb (high power “blue-white” light)

 PIN SPOT – Highly focused fixed spot light
 Usually mounted in rows for easy rigging

 Used to “highlight” table tops

 Incandescent (low power “yellow” light)



 ELLIPSOIDAL  SPOT (Leko and Source Four)
 So named because of ellipsoidal reflector which helps focus 

and intensify the light
 They provide a strong, well-defined light
 Long barrel shape
 The reflector and the plano-convex lens are not fixed to each 

other which allows for focusing of the light
 Shape allows less wattage for stronger output
 Excellent for specialty lighting (podium special)
 Lamp produced in varying degrees of 19º, 26º, 36º, 50º
 Light is easily cropped by using “shutters” (note:  “shutters” 

operate in reverse when trimming light)
 Require less power (575w or 750w as opposed to 1000w) 
 Gels may be placed in brackets at end of the barrel
 A slot in the barrel allows insertion of a Gobo



What’s a Gobo?
 A pattern or shape placed in front of a light to create 

a specific image

 2 types
 Metal – laser cut from thin sheet of metal (single color)
 Benefits include durability and flexibility of use; creates 

wording, misc. shapes, textures; relatively inexpensive

 Disadvantages include single color projection and 
“bridging”

 Glass - printed onto glass (full color capable)
 Benefits include endless image choices with no “bridging”

 Disadvantages include shorter life span, more delicate and 
more expensive



Glass – “unbridged” Metal – “bridged”





 Klieg Lights
 A very intense carbon-arc spot light, usually moved in a 

circular pattern by mechanical means

 Often used at red carpet premieres or large sales events

 Intelligent Lights
 Computer programmable moving lights

 Allows flexibility for multiple uses

 Requires technical operator

 Can alter color of the light electronically

 Can create programmable moving patterns (gobo’s)

 Popular at concerts and in areas that are difficult to reach 
for light focusing



 Balloon Lights (Airstar) - Helium filled balloon 
lights capable of being raised hundreds of feet into 
the air or mounted to a stand
 Glare free 360º output of light
 Soft, even light without hard shadows
 Balloons can be “branded” or customized
 Excellent for outdoor use to light large areas…great for 

parks!

 LED Lights (light-emitting diod)
 Low power, high wattage
 Blue, green, and red LEDs; these can                                   

be combined to produce most perceptible colors, 
including white.  Endless color varieties produced from 
one light fixture





 Gels – thin sheets of polycarbonate or polyester, placed 
in front of the beam of a light to change the color of the 
light.  They have a relatively short life span.

 Straw/Amber – warm, comfortable like daylight, 
good skin tone, especially on fair skin

 Pink – warm, good skin tone but a bit “fleshy”

 Lavender – melancholy, slightly cold

 Red – theatrical…hot, sexy

 Green – theatrical…bad for skin tone

 Blue – theatrical…cold, somber

Favorite gel – Roscoe: Bastard Amber



SPEAKER ON STAGE – SINGLE PODIUM

 Two - 26º Ellipsoidal lights on 10’ to 14’ poles 
wrapped in velon

 One - 2000w dimmer

 Two - par cans with colored gel (bastard amber) 
for background separation

Approximate cost:  $250.00 

And worth every dime!!



 Watts - brightness

 The higher the wattage, the brighter the light

 Voltage – AC and DC

 For our purposes…120v…AC

 Amps – strength of electrical current

 Most popular are 15A or 20A circuit



 How do I know how many lights I can plug into an outlet?

Converting Watts to AMPS: 

Watts / Voltage = AMPS

Examples: 

1500w divided by 120v = 12.5 AMPS (2-750w Leko)

2000w divided by 120v = 16.6 AMPS (2-1000w Fresnels)

2075w divided by 120v = 17.29 AMPS (2-750w & 1-575w Lekos)

2150w divided by 120v = 17.9 AMPS (2-575w Leko & 2-500w par)


















